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Abstract
Competency is a central concept for human resource management, training and
education. We define a competency as the capacity of a person to display a generic
skill with a certain level of performance when applied to one or more knowledge
entities. Competencies, and competency referentials grouping competencies, are
essential elements for user models, e-Portfolios, adaptive learning, and personalization
in Technology-based learning. But to be processed both by humans and by software
tools, competencies should be represented in a formal, non-ambiguous model called
an ontology. Moreover, this model should use a shared vocabulary to describe the
generic skills and the knowledge entities. Defining and linking shared vocabularies is
the purpose of ontologies in the semantic web. The goal of our research is to develop
a competency ontology for the semantic web to be used as a shared referential in
the description of competencies and competency profiles. We analysed five previous
competency models and developed COMP2, a new competency ontology that integrates important elements of previous models and the richness of the semantic web
vocabulary. COMP2 provides processing capabilities both to humans and computers.
Its graphic model is highly readable by humans for design, evaluation and communication purposes. It also translates, together with its data sets, to standard semantic
Web code for machine processing. The ontology is composed of five stages that are
interlinked with other ontologies in use within the web of linked open data. We will
present an example for the use of the ontology for competency-based personalization
in learning environments.
Keywords: Competencies, Competency models, Competency ontologies,
Technology-based learning, Personalization, Web of linked open data, Semantic web,
Human competency management

Introduction
Acquiring new competencies is a central goal of any education or knowledge management process. Ministries of education, school boards and teacher training institutes use
competency profiles to define the goals of school programs or courses. Consulting companies present their expertise by enumerating their competencies, marketing their services in this way. Organisations and companies use guidelines or computerized tools to
manage the competencies of their staffs, considered as their main asset. Governmental
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agencies or professional associations use them to define and prepare professional training programs to maintain professional expertise.
The need for formal competency models

Competency-based education, as well as competency-based knowledge management
in organizations, both require a competency profile grouping related competencies in a
structured way. Such a profile or “competency referential”1 states a clear specification of
target competencies to be attained by a curriculum or a course, or for the execution of
professional work in an organization. It provides specific goals to learning or work activities and criteria for learner’s or worker’s observation and evaluation, enabling a systematic assessment of competency acquisition. There exist now a large number of specific
competency profiles in subjects as diverse as Data science (Hattingh et al., 2019), Health
(Princy & Rajeswari, 2019), Education (Gadušová, 2019), Human Resources (Dubois
et al., 2000) and information Technology (SFIA, 2019).
Unfortunately, much confusion surrounds the notion of competency and most of the
competency referential are informal natural language statements unfitted for software
management. This explains why they are seldom used as software support for competency management, outside laboratories and research projects.
Some authors define competency as a general characteristic of a person as diverse
as skill, ability, self-image, social role, or knowledge. Le Boterf (1999, p. 38) defines a
competent person as “[..] someone who knows how to act appropriately in a particular
context by mobilizing a double resource base: personal resources (knowledge, abilities,
personal qualities, culture, emotions, etc.); and network resources (databases, documents, expert networks, etc.). Knowing how to act appropriately means being able to
perform a set of activities according to certain desirable criteria”. While this definition
is insightful on the theoretical aspect of competency, it does not provide a formal model
usable in software environments.
A number of competency definitions and competency profiles have been proposed in
the last 15 years (Srivastava & Vikram, 2014) for specific knowledge domains. In most
of the implementations we have consulted, a competency is expressed as a simple natural language sentence, which is inherently informal and ambiguous. Competency profiles are a collection of these sentences, where semantic relations such as prerequisite
relations are not explicit and any two competencies are difficult to compare. To be
used in software environments for education or knowledge management, competency
and competency profiles must be instances of a formal model that can be managed
computationally.
Modeling competencies and competency profiles is at the core of some research projects and innovations for educational learning environments (CAEL, 2017): for personalizing the recommendation of learning resources according to competency-based user
models (Yago et al., 2018); to give assistance to learning scenarios or business processes
based on competencies; to build and manage e-portfolios of evidence of competency

1

Throughout this paper, both terms will be used as synonyms, as a set of competencies, even though “competency profile” are usually used as an attribute of a person, while “competency referential” is a set of competencies in use in an
organisation.
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acquisition (Moulet et al., 2008); to identify competency gaps by comparing competencies possessed by users with those involved in learning resources or tasks (da Silva,
Jerónimo & Vieira, 2019); to develop competency assessing methods; and assure interoperability of competency profiles from different sources (Dolog & Schäfer, 2005). All
these projects have used some kind of formal competency models.
Having a formal, unambiguous explicit representation of competencies and competency profiles is fundamental, on one hand, to be able to build, maintain, validate and
interconnect all these software innovations. On the other hand, such representations
should be understood in a non-ambiguous way by human users and shared by the concerned community. This leads us to the need of formal competency models for software
applications, that are instances of a competency ontology (Braun et al., 2012). Our goal
here is to build such a high level ontology.
Ontologies and the semantic web

The leading current technology for formally representing, manipulating and sharing
knowledge is the Semantic Web and its main components: the ontologies. (Allemang
& Hendler, 2011; Domingue et al., 2011). An ontology can be defined as a formal,
explicit specification of a shared conceptualization, composed of concepts and relations
between them (Gruber, 1993). Ontologies are at the core of the Semantic Web and its
more recent flavor, the Web of open and linked data. At the beginning of the century,
(Berners-Lee et al., 2001) proposed an extension for the Web, where unified resource
identifiers (URIs2), would represent not only pages of information but all kind of entities
such as people, real-world objects and also abstract concepts. To represent meaning or
knowledge behind web pages of information, these entities would be connected through
properties (also represented by URIs), composing knowledge graphs of interconnected
entities or vocabulary elements. Thus, the main purpose of the Semantic Web is to introduce explicit descriptions about the meaning of resources, to allow the machines themselves to have a level of understanding of the Web’s content.
Although domain ontologies offer great opportunities, the whole power of the Semantic Web is reached when these domain ontologies are open, freely accessible and interconnected creating a cloud of linked open data (LOD, 2017; Schmachtenberg et al., 2014;
ONTOTEXT, 2017). The Linked Open Data (LOD) community, which started in 2007
with just a few open datasets published under Linked Data principles, has become a
large space containing more than 1200 datasets (each linked to various ontologies) containing billions of RDF triples. Among LOD datasets, the term “Knowledge Graph” (KG)
refers to big cross-domain graph-based knowledge databases such as OpenCyc, Freebase, Wikidata, DBpedia, and YAGO.
These datasets, as well as many others, are connected through inter-ontology links.
For example, the term “person” in the FOAF (Friend-of-a-Friend) ontology describing
peoples’ properties, is declared as equivalent to the term “person” in DBpedia, as well as
to the same term in GEOBASE, another ontology that provides geographical information about persons. Suppose an educational resource has a specified author like Hubert

2

URI extend the Web addresses or Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) that all of us use in our daily lives.
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Reeves, it enables a search on the web-LOD for information on this author that would
retrieve automatically his Wikipedia pages from DBpedia, his email and the other
resources he has authored from FOAF, and also his geographical residence location from
GEOBASE data. The web of linked open data enables software agents or human agents
to follow the links and perform more intelligent inferences using the knowledge behind
the words stored in the URIs and their links. (Heath and Bitzer, 2011).
Our purpose here is to build a general Semantic web ontology for competencies
and competency profiles. Users of this competency ontology will be able to use it to
specify particular ontologies for various knowledge domains. These in turn will enable
to build formally defined datasets describing the competencies of peoples, resources
or activities that can be processed by software applications on the web of linked data.

Goal and methodology of the research

In this paper, we build a competency ontology defined in terms of the RDFS ontology
language, applying the principles of the Semantic Web. This ontology needs to have
three main properties.
• First, it must be generic to be specialized for any competency profile or model,
and in any subject or knowledge domain.
• Second, it should be flexible in its use, meaning it can encompass a large variety
of educational or knowledge management applications where competencies are
associated to persons and resources can be expressed, compared and assessed.
• Third, it should take into account and have connections with the growing number of
educational vocabularies and ontologies that populate the web of linked open data.
In this research, we started with a previous competency model that we have developed and that has been used successfully in a number of applications by our laboratory and other groups, and we analysed several other competency models to enrich it.
Our research is based on Ontological Engineering principles, a field providing methods to build ontologies. The work by Uschold and King (1995) is considered as the
first effort towards developing a methodology for building ontologies. (Casellas, 2011)
has reported a list of 20 documented ontology engineering methodologies.
The present research is based on the Neon Methodology framework (Suárez-Figueroa
et al., 2015). This framework proposes several scenarios particularly suited for reusing, enriching and integrating existing formal or non-formal representations. We took
into account two main scenarios proposed in this framework: scenario 2 and scenario
5. Scenario 2 is designed for the reuse and reengineering of non-ontological resources
and was used for the transformation into formal representations of our previous competency model (COMP1) and some of the other models analyzed in this paper. Scenario 5
gives guidelines for the integration of several representations and was considered when
integrating elements from the different models to create the new COMP2 competency
ontology. In particular, it enabled us to build and compare five model proposals and
identify similarities to guide the developement of COMP2.
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We divided the ontology development process into five steps: steps 1 to 3 follow
scenario 2 guidelines of the NEON framework while steps 4 and 5 follow scenario 5
recommendations:
1- Transform our initial competency definition into a formal ontology, COMP1, using
an ontology graphic language (Resource Description Framework Schema—RDFS),
within the framework of the Semantic web;
2- Identify and analyze other generic formal models in the literature in order to discover new concepts and relations;
3- Transform descriptions of these models into ontologies using the same graphic modeling language as in COMP1, to enable their comparison;
4- Identify meta-features of the competency ontologies modeled in step 1 and 3 by a
comparative analysis of the semantics displayed in the five ontology graphs;
5- Use these meta-features to guide the construction of a new competency ontology
named COMP2; here we followed a top-down development approach, first focusing
on the central components down to several other related concepts and properties.
“A first formal competency ontology” section will cover Step 1 to provide a knowledge
graph for our initial COMP1ontology. Steps 2, 3 and 4 will be addressed in “Comparing competency models to build the requirements” section where we compare the five
ontology models and identify important meta-features. This result will guide the last
step, providing the main result of the research: the definition of the COMP2 ontology,
that will be presented in “COMP2, a new competency ontology” section. “Competencybased personalization of learning environments” section will present an example of the
use of this ontology, while the conclusion will identify further work to assess further the
validity of the COMP2 ontology.

A first formal competency ontology
Based on our own extensive research on the conceptual and practical dimensions of
competency modelling (Author, ref 1), we developed a first competency model that has
been used for more than 15 years, to define competency referentials for course design or
for professional organizations (lawyers, accountants, physicians) and in software, energy
and banking companies, either using the MISA Instructional Design Method (Author,
ref 2) or the TELOS (Authors, ref 10) system for knowledge management to which the
competency model has been integrated as a component.
This first competency generic model (Author, ref 4) was not based on Semantic Web
(SW) technologies, but it has been regularly consulted and sometimes reused by other
researchers such as (Rezgui et al., 2014). So we think it has been validated enough to
serve partly in a new SW-based ontology. In this section, we will transform this initial
competency model to create a formal ontology within the framework of the Semantic
web of linked open data.
The initial competency information model

In the initial model, a competency was defined as the capacity of a person to display a
generic skill (or attitude), with a certain level of performance, when applied to one or
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more knowledge entities. The association of skill and knowledge within a competency
statement makes it possible to specify which of the cognitive, affective, social and psychomotor processes must be mobilized to process knowledge.
For example, suppose we state that a technician can diagnose the faults in a car engine,
for all kinds of cars. This is a competency where a technician applies the “diagnose”
generic skill (a kind of analysis) to knowledge on “faults in a car engine”, with a degree of
performance “ for all kinds of cars”. A lower level of competency would be to “diagnose
only certain kinds of car”, while a upper level would be to “repair” the car. Comparison between competencies have proven very important for instructional engineering
(Authors, ref 5), in order to identify competency gaps.
Our initial competency model included an elaborated taxonomy of generic skills that
generalizes Bloom’s taxonomy and taxonomies in software and cognitive engineering on
problem solving expertise.3 Skills are ordered on a scale from simple to complex generic
skills. Also, performance indicators such as frequency, scope, autonomy, complexity
and context4 can be combined to classify the competency into one of four performance
classes: A-awareness, B-familiarization, C-productivity or D-expertise, or alternatively
to situate the competency on a performance scale from 1 to 10. The two scales for skill
and performance served to compare manually any two competencies placed on a twodimensional scale.
Moving the competency model to the Semantic web level

The knowledge graph of Fig. 1 results from the transformation of this initial competency
model into an ontology. It has been produced using the GMOT visual modeling language
and tool5 (Author, ref 6). GMOT graphs can be automatically translated into Extensible
Markup Language (XML) ontology formats such as RDFS or Ontology Web Language
(OWL), which can be processed by software agents to provide a variety of services.
An important difference between this COMP1 ontology and our initial non-SWbased model is the integration of popular web-LOD vocabularies, such as (SKOS, 2009),
(FOAF, 2014), (DCMI, 2012) and (RDFS, 2014). Some of the classes or properties in the
COMP1 model are linked to corresponding well-defined terms in these vocabularies.
For example, a competency can be related with another one by a subsumes (S) property declared as a sub-property of a SKOS broader transitive property, thus gaining a
precise meaning defined in the W3C SKOS reference document. Also, a domain ontology is defined as a SKOS concept scheme designed to represent RDFS or OWL ontologies as well as less elaborated knowledge schemes such as thesauri or taxonomies, thus
adding flexibility to the notion of a “domain ontology”. The Skill’s taxonomy and the

3

See for example the pioneering work of Chandrasekaran (1987) and the KADS methodology (Breuker and Van de
Velde, 1994) that propose a taxonomy of problem solving methods and corresponding expertise or skills identified in
Artificial engineering and Knowledge management research.

4

These performance indicators and their combination have stem out of many research on Instructional Design; their
combination has been validated in a number of competency-based applications. See (Author, ref 3). An ontology and a
software framework for competency modeling and management.

5

In the Graphic Modeling with Object Types (GMOT) visual models in this paper, rectangles represent classes; object
properties (labeled on links) are related by “R” links from their domain class and to their range class; data properties are
related by “R” links from their domain class and to a data type; the “S” link is used both for sub-class and sub-property
relations, and the “I” link relates a class to its instances.
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Fig. 1 A RDFS model for the COMP1 ontology

Performance Classes are both defined here as skos:OrderedCollections, also defined precisely in the SKOS definition document.
Another improvement, not present in our initial competency model, is the association of competencies to actors, documents and activities in a learning scenario, defined respectively as sub-classes (S links) of foaf:Person, foaf:Document and
dcmi:interactiveResource. Documents and activities have prerequisite and target competencies chosen in some Competency Referential (or profile). On the other hand, actors
have actual competencies, chosen in a Competency Referential that includes competencies associated to an actor. Each actual competency for an actor has supporting Evidence that can take many forms: documents produced, activities achieved, other actors
appraisals (for example in open badges)..

Comparing competency models to build the requirements
To validate and improve this initial COMP1 ontology, we have search the literature for
related efforts.
Related efforts to build generic competency models

Even though there are many competency or profiles for particular subjects in the literature, we found only a few generic competency proposals abstracted from particular
domains that could be transformed in SW ontology format, which is our goal in this
research. The following four generic competency models have been analyzed.
• The IEEE RCD standard and the IMS RDCEO specification
The Reusable Competency Definition (IMS RDCEO, 2002; IEEE RCD, 2004, 2007)
enables interoperability among learning systems that deal with competency infor-
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mation by providing a mean for them to refer to common definitions with common
meanings.
• The HR-XML Competency model
Created by the industry-led HR-XML consortium on open standards, the HR-XML
Competency data model (Allen et al., 2001) provides users with a standardized and
practical way to exchange information about competencies from various business
contexts, also providing links to various Human Resource management activities.
• The Achievement Standards Network Description Language (ASN-DL)
This extensive ontology model contains 38 properties and 10 classes within an
RDFS model (ASN-DL, 2012), well integrated in the web-LOD. Its goal is to provide computer-based encoding and interoperability of the competencies repositories (or profiles) defined by states and provinces in U.S. and Canada for K-12
education.
• The Rezgui et al. competency ontology.
Rezgui et al. (2014) proposed a comprehensive generic competency model, taking
into account three important dimensions: structure of a competency (based on our
own initial model presented in “The initial competency information model” section),
proficiency measure of an individual’s performance, and the context in which the
competency is applied or acquired (Sampson & Fytros, 2008; Sampson, 2009).

Analysis of the models

To be able to compare these four models and our COMP1 model in a fair and precise way, we analyzed thoroughly their documentation and built four corresponding
competency ontology models in SW RDFS format, using the same visual modeling
language and tool that helped describe the COMP1 model in Fig. 1. The analysis process involved aligning corresponding terms in all five ontologies, considering their
respective contexts to find out their meaning using ontological engineering principles
(Suárez-Figueroa et al., 2015).
This analysis has enabled us to identified 10 meta-features present or absent from
the five competency models. The comparative analysis of these ontology models,
summarized in Fig. 2, have helped us define the requirements for the new COMP 2
competency model we intended to build.
• Model format. The first two competency models (RDCEO and HR-XML) did not
provide semantic information and did not use semantic web (SW) languages. They
are focused mainly on describing any competencies in a standard way to enable
the interoperability of competency profiles. The other three models use the RDFS
language, sometime extended with OWL elements. They also provide some links
to other semantic web vocabularies.
• Competency format. RDCEO, HR-XML and ASN-DL present competencies as
natural language strings that can represent either knowledge, skills, attitudes, or
a combination of these. They provide no internal structure for the competency.
This corresponds to a general practice in most competency profiles. COMP1 and
Rezgui ontologies also associate natural language statements to a competency
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Fig. 2 Competency ontology comparison

•

•

•

•

object but provide a structural definition for the statement, respectively as a triple
(skill, knowledge, performance) or as a quadruple of elements (skill, knowledge,
performance, context).
Association between competencies. Except RCD/RDCEO, all the models provide a
subsume relationship between competencies. ASN-DL provide in addition an extensive set of six kinds of “alignments” between competencies (minor, major, narrow,
broad, prerequisite and exact) inspired by the SKOS ontology, while Rezgui provides
three possible associations (prerequisite, composed of, similar to), in addition to the
subsume relationship provided by COMP1.
Skill association to a competency. In RCD and HR-XML, a skill is seen as some kind
of competency so no relation is provided between a competency and a skill. In ASN,
an association can be made between a statement (a competency) and an “embodied
skill”. In Rezgui, skill is a kind of a SKOS concept, which means that skills are not
ordered, contrary to COMP1 that considers a skill as chosen in a SKOS ordered collection. This feature is essential to define gaps between two competencies according
to their skill level.
Knowledge association to a competency. In the first three models, knowledge is also
seen as some kind of competency, so there is no association of a knowledge entity to
a competency. Again, in Rezgui, knowledge is associated to a SKOS concept, while
in COMP1, competency is associated to a “knowledge part” selected in a “domain
ontology”, which is a SKOS concept scheme that provides a structure between
knowledge entities, providing another way to compare competencies.
Performance/Proficiency scale. In RCD, no such term is provided. In HR-XML, there
is a scale of “competency weights” for proficiency levels. In ASN, COMP1 and in
Rezgui, there is an explicit competency property for a “proficiency level” chosen in
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a “proficiency scale”. COMP1 and Rezgui models contain also concepts for “performance indicators” and for a “performance class” derived from the performance indicators.
Association of competencies to documents and activities. In RCD and HR-XML there
is no such association. ASN-DL present the most elaborated set of associations called
“correlations”. There are nine such types of correlation between a learning resource
and a competency statement that are sub-properties of the Dublin core “conforms
to” property. In COMP1, documents and activities have prerequisite and target competency properties. In Rezgui there is a link from a competency to an ePortfolio
resource and to documents or activities serving as “evidence” of competency acquisition.
Association of competencies to actors. In RCD, HR-XML and ASN-DL there is no
such associations, because the competency profiles are at the organisation level,
business or school. COMP1 has an explicit property from an actor to to its “actual
competency”, which is selected in the “competency profile”. In Rezgui, there is a direct
link from a “competency record” (associated to a competency) to an actor, the later
being linked to an “evidence record”.
Evidence of acquisition. This concept is absent from RCD. In HR-XML and COMP1,
there is a not a very well developed evidence concept associated to a competency. In
ASN, there is no explicit evidence concept, but an “assessed competency” property
associating an assessment results resource to a competency statement. In Rezgui,
there is a well-developed “evidence record” associated to a competency record, both
with a “confidence rating” property; the evidence record is associated with an “evidence source” that can be a resource, an activity, an evaluation or a personal development plan.
Context of acquisition. RCD do not provide such concepts. COMP1 provide a link
to a “competency profile” that indicates its origin. HR-XML associates a competency
to an explicit concept of “user area”. Rezgui has a context property linked to a SKOS
concept. ASN-DL provides the context of acquisition of the competency through the
properties of a “standard document” that contains the competency profile.

Guidance principles for a competency ontology.

Considering the roles of a competency ontology for the design of learning or knowledge
management software environments, as well as the the meta-features discussed above,
we now state some guidance principles for the construction of the COMP2 ontology.
Processing capability—The ontology should provide processing capability both for
humans and machines. In particular, competency assessment is a collaborative process
were some tasks can be performed by computer programs and others by human peers,
tutors or managers. Elements of a competency ontology should thus be easily readable
by humans, and also provide an information format to be processed by software tools.
In the RCD and HR-XML models, competencies are essentially narrative, unstructured
pieces of text that render machine processing difficult (Idrissi et al., 2020). An ontology
model, as proposed by the ASN, COMP1 and Rezgui models, should be preferred to
less structured information models, in order to capture the meaning of the terms and
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maximise the inference capabilities. The ontology and its knowledge base must enable
processing, interoperability and reuse of competency definitions in large organisation
networks (Sicilia et al., 2014).
Large scope—The ontology should have a sufficiently large scope to provide all the necessary components to construct useful competency referentials (or profiles) in various
contexts. The RCD standard mandatory elements should be present, but they are not
sufficient. A competency model should include some ways to evaluate, certify, register and compare competencies (Fazel-Zarandi & Fox, 2013). As mentioned before, competencies as natural language strings limit the computability by software systems. The
context of acquisition and performance levels are also two very important elements that
are not considered by the RCD specification (Rezgui et al., 2014). As for the HR-XML
model, competencies can be anything, knowledge, skills, attitude, capacities or preferences. The notion of competency should be more precisely defined (Sicilia, 2005).
Economy and focus—A competency ontology should restrict the number of its elements so that it remains applicable without extensive time-consuming efforts by human
educators or managers. The web-LOD provides a solution by providing links to various
existing widely used vocabularies and ontologies with clear semantic definitions. These
links must be present in the competency model. The ASN-DL applies this principle, but
its view of a competency as a natural language statement makes things difficult for interpretation by humans and for software processing. ASN-DL works around this problem
by providing elaborated sets of relationships between competencies and between competencies and learning resources. In practice, the identification of all these relationships
requires too much interpretation work by humans. We believe that the competency
should be defined in a more structured way as proposed by the COMP1 and Rezgui
ontologies, in order to restrict the number of relationships to document.
Flexibility—Not all uses of a competency ontology require the same amount of precision. One should be able to use the ontology with a limited part of its components when
no more is required and use a larger set of components if the full power of expressivity is
needed. A way to achieve this it to organise the ontology model in stages, from a simple
core level to various larger sets of the model elements.
Genericity—Finally, the competency model should be generic, using terms and relations that are not too closely related to particular specialized contexts. The model should
be widely applicable, interacting if needed with other more specialized vocabularies of
the web-LOD that extend the competency vocabulary to provide a specialized application context.

COMP2, a new competency ontology
Based on the previous discussions and analysis, we now present the COMP2 competency ontology. COMP2 is structured into five stages each adding more and more elaborated vocabulary elements.
Stage 1—core competency model

The Core COMP2 model offers a structural description for competencies to be used in
any educational applications. We have maintained the COMP1 method to decompose a
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Fig. 3 The Core COMP2 competency model

natural language competency statement into three structural parts: skill, knowledge and
performance. The generic skill and knowledge parts of a competency are both mandatory while the use of performance indicators is optional, but adds precision to a skill.
The central Competency class shown on Fig. 3 now includes the mandatory properties in the RCD information model: competency title and identifier related to a
catalog term and an entry in this catalog. As catalog we use the class Competency
referential, that corresponds also to the ASN-DL standard document class. This link
can be used to provide more detail on the origin of a competency profile by using
some of the more precise ASN-DL constructs. A competency has an associated Statement, which is a natural language string. These elements are all mandatory. There is
a subsumes property between competencies, which is a specialization (S link) of a
SKOS:broaderTransitive propery. This relation is optional and we do not need more
relations between competencies.
The Generic Skill component of a competency is chosen in a skos:OrderedCollection
of terms (a list). Each skill has a position (taxonValue) in this ordered collection and a
property that specifies its Metadomain class: cognitive, affective, social or psychomotor. In (Author, ref 6), we have presented and justified a skill’s taxonomy that applies to
all four metadomains. The widely used notion of “Attitude” is considered as an Affective skill or a Social skill, depending on the context of use. See also (Romiszowski,
1981) for the integration of skills from various metadomains.
Users can choose a skill in any ordered collection, for example a four-level ordered
collection (receive, reproduce, produce/create, self-manage) or in a more detailed tenlevel list (acknowledge, remember, specify, translate, apply, analyze, repair, synthesize,
evaluate, self-control). In COMP2 we provide flexibility by leaving the choice of the
skill’s taxonomy to each specific use. For example, one can use the Bloom (1956) taxonomy for skills of the cognitive metadomain, and Krathwohl et al. (1964) taxonomy
for skills of the affective metadomain (sometimes called “attitudes”).
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Fig. 4 The proficiency level sub-model

The skill part in a competency applies to some Knowledge part selected in a
skos:ConceptScheme (a Knowledge domain model). The application of the skill to the
knowledge part can be performed with some optional Performance indicators, that
will be further described in stage 2 of the ontology.
We do not include in this first stage model important notions like proficiency scale,
competency weight, evidence record or contextual information because they are not
needed in many of the applications. The notion of a map of statements with multiple
statement relationships and statement properties, as proposed in the ASN-DL model, is
not retained in COMP2 but it is possible to extend the competency profile by using the
optional S link to ASN-DL elements.
Stage 2—extension to competency performance and proficiency levels

The stage 2 extension adds (as a sub-model of stage 1) the classes and properties shown
on Fig. 4, which are needed to define a proficiency level and a performance class.
These concepts are based on five performance indicators: Frequency, Scope, Autonomy, Complexity and Context_variety. We propose here to combine the value of these
performance indicators, as we have done in some applications, to produce a proficiency
level selected in a proficiency scale. Such a scale is described by three properties: a
dc:description (a string value), and two integers, a minValue and maxValue. For example
a user can select a numeric scale from 0 to 100 or a Likert scale from 1 to 5. Then, by
fixing intervals on that scale, the proficiency level determines a Performance_class for
the competency, which is a skos:OrderedCollection, for example: beginner, intermediate, advanced, expert or simply D, C, B, A.
These elements enable for example the classification of courses or learning activities or
modules into various achievement levels indicated by the performance class associated
to a target competency.
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Fig. 5 Competency sub-model for referencing scenario components

Stage 3—extension to competency referencing of actors, activities and resources

Competencies can serve to reference various elements composing learning scenarios in a course, a training program, a work scenario or a business process. Basically,
in a scenario, actors (learners, workers, any foaf:person) achieve activities or tasks
(dcmi:InteractiveResource) using and producing some resources (rdfs:Resource) that can
be documents or all kinds or performances (like diving or dancing).
The model on Fig. 5 adds to the stage 1 model, independently of stage 2, the possibility
to associate Competencies to Resources or Activities. A prerequisite competency property
means that someone should have this competency to use the resource or engage in the
activity. A target competency means that someone who has built or used such a resource
or achieved such activity has demonstrated the corresponding target competency. The
resource or the activity can then serve as Evidence that an Assessed Actor now owns an
Actual Competency.
This sub-model provides classes and properties to implement a competency management process in a scenario. One possible application of the model is the identification
of the actual competencies achieved by an Assessed Actor in a scenario. Another useful
application might serve to analyse the coherence of a learning scenario by comparing the
competencies assigned to input resources for an activity with the target competencies of
this activity, in order to verify if the information provided for the activity is sufficient to
enable its achievement by the target audience. In other applications, resources and activities can be recommended to actors by comparing their prerequisite and target competencies to the actor’s actual competencies, which should be higher than the prerequisite
but lower than the target competency.
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Fig. 6 Evidence sub-model for competency assessment

Stage 4—extension to evidence records and portfolios

The stage 4 extension of the COMP2 ontology presented on Fig. 6 is centered on the Evidence class. Evidences owned by an Assessed actor are grouped in Evidence Records that
testify of the acquisition of an actual competency by this actor.
Each Evidence record can group a number of particular Evidence, all related to the
same Actual Competency. Each Evidence can be part of an ePortfolio that groups all the
actual competencies of the assessed actor together with its evidence records. An Evidence can thus serve in more than one evidence record if it is associated to more than
one competency. As in the Rezgui model, an Evidence record has a ConfidenceLevel that
can be calculated from the ConfidenceRatings of all the evidences in the record. Each
evidence has a date, a confidence rating, an annotation that describes it, and a typeDescription, which can be an endorsement by an actor (including him/herself ), a resource
produced (including an exam or an essay) or an activity or task achieved by the assessed
actor.
Furthermore, an Evidence can have a Support Document (any foaf:Document) that
displays the evidence, for example a document produced by the learner, an Open badge
(Open Badges, 2020) or an endorsement letter or email from an evaluator. The support
document can also describe the context of acquisition of this evidence. Contrary to the
Rezgui model, we limit the concept of context to evidence acquisition instead of competency acquisition. Competency acquisition is a long term process that can occur in a
variety of acquisition contexts. The context of acquisition will influence confidence rating which will ultimately help set the confidence level of the evidence and also of an
actual competency.
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Fig. 7 Competency referential information sub-model

Stage 5—extension to contextual provenance information

We provide a last extension for the contextual provenance information of a competency
referential, in order to compare and align competencies from different sources. Here we
adapt some of the properties for standard documents in the ASN-DL model, while keeping an external S link to the ASN-DL Standard Document class to facilitate more elaborated descriptions using the ASN-DL model if needed.
As shown on Fig. 7, a Competency Referential, that contains one or more competencies, can be subdivided in a tree of modules or competency sections by the hasSubReferential property. It can also be associated with other competency referentials by an
alignsTo property. In addition, the competency referential has a number of properties
for its creation date, its web address, its publication status, its source (the publisher), its
general subject and its intended audience, encompassing the “User Area” information in
the HR-XML model.

Competency‑based personalization of learning environments
The Competency Ontology presented above can serve in many kinds of competencybased educational applications (Colson and Hirumi, 2016; Krause et al., 2015; Norman
et al., 2014). In this section, we only focus on a very important set of applications where
the goal is to personalize on-line learning environments. Personalization aims to adapt
the activities and resources proposed to learners in an on-line learning scenario, according to their knowledge and skills, in other words to their actual competencies (Authors,
ref 5). It is of particular importance for example, in Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOC), where the same course is followed by thousands of learners, all with different
background, knowledge and culture, making it impossible, to provide efficient one-sizefits-all learning environments (Authors, ref 8).
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Fig. 8 The Competency-based personalization process

In this section, we will present an illustrative example for three of the main steps of
the competency-based personalization process using the COMP2 ontology. This example has been tested within the TELOS system to which a Knowledge and Knowledge
Referencing System (KRS) and a set of Semantic Searching Tools (SST) had been added.
(Authors, ref 7).6
Specifying a competency referential

The general process for competency-based personalization of learning environments
is schematized in Fig. 8. The role of the COMP2 ontology is to provide a generic
schema that serves to define a particular competency referential for a learning environment or a work process.
Competency referentials are built by a process that starts with the COMP2 ontology model that structures the concepts, properties and individuals in the subject domain of the learning environment. The left part of Fig. 9 shows a part of a
Solar system ontology describing this domain’s concepts (rectangles) and properties
(hexagons) as well as individual (cut corner rectangues) planets and satellites. Once
translated into RDFS format, this ontology schema provides a collection of RDF triples each displaying a property with its domain and range (concept or value), such as
(Solar_system_planet, hasAtmosphere, Planet_atmosphere) or (Solar_system_planet,
hasOrbitalPeriod, days).
Concepts, properties or RDF triples of the solar system ontology provide the knowledge part of a COMP2 competency. Then, a tool enables to associate generic skills and
performance indicators and levels to some of this knowledge to complete the specification of a competency. The right part of Fig. 9 is a screen of the TELOS Competency

6

A description of the TELOS system and of these tools can be found in (Authors: Enhance TELOS Learning System
with Ontology-based Referenced Resources).
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Fig. 9 Building a competency referential for an astronomy domain

editor where the left panel shows the Planet competency referential with five groups
of competency defined by different skill levels. Actually, the “Classify according to
atmosphere” competency is selected.
The right panel presents the definition of this competency. Here are indicated the
name of the competency (in french), the RDF triple that has been selected as the
knowledge part, and the Generic skill part, “Apply” set at level 4 of the skill’s ordered
collection and specified in the cognitive meta-domain. The following step enables the
user to select values for the five performance criteria. These values combine automatically to set the performance level as expert, level 8 in a performance scale. Finally, a
natural language statement of the competency summarizes all these elements.
Here we have used the Core COMP2 model (Fig. 3) and the proficiency sub-model
(Fig. 4). This has set this competency at a (4,8) level in a two dimension scale (skilllevel X performance-level), a metric used later in the process.
Competency referencing of learners, activities and resources

Competencies in a referential can then be associated to actors (learners, tutors,
…), documents and activities according to the COMP2 sub-model for referencing
(Fig. 5), in order to enable search and/or recommendation of personalized resources.
Competency descriptors are linked to TELOS resources by means of three properties: hasActualCompetency that specifies the current competencies of actors; hasPrerequisiteCompetency and hasTargetCompetency that specify the prerequisite and
target competencies of resources (e.g. documents, activities) other than actors. Once
the competence descriptors are added to a resource, they are permanently stored in
the technical ontology of TELOS. The system can then make inferences using them.
Each particular competency associated to a learner results from a competency
assessment processes that sets the learner’s actual competencies at the start of the
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learning environment. If no adequate competency record exist for a learner, as is
most often the case, assessment activities can be added at the beginning of the learning scenario, for example a Competency-based questionnaire, that will set the initial
competency level of each learner. As the learner progresses, the automatic assessment process is constantly identifying supporting pieces of evidence from the
execution of the scenario by the learner: exams or tests passed, documents produced, activities succeeded, appraisal by other individuals, etc., as mentioned in the
COMP2 evidence sub-model (Fig. 6).
In parallel, the same Competency referential serves to reference activities/tasks
and resources in a learning environment with prerequisite and target competencies
from this referential. When an activity or resource is achieved, used or produced
by a learner, its target competencies is added to the learner’s actual competencies
and the activity or resource is added as evidence of this new learner’s competency,
enriching the user model and populating his/her eLearning scenario.
Competency‑based search and recommendation

A competency comparison algorithm enables the inference of a competency gap or of
an alignment between an actor’s actual competency and the prerequisite and target
competencies of the activities or resources that he executes or consults (Authors, ref
5). These comparisons serve to provide recommendations to learners or facilitators
as to which activities or resource to use in a personalized learning environment. The
goal here is to identify relevant resources according to an actor’s actual competency.
In TELOS, it is possible to search for semantically close resources by a request that
triggers an inference in the TELOS technical ontology. Consider two competencies
C1 = (K1, S1, P1) and C2 = (K2, S2, P2) with their knowledge, skill and performance
parts, C1 serving as a request and C2 as the search target. The semantic neighborhood between C1 and C2 is calculated according to the position of their knowledge
part (K1 and K2) in the domain ontology and to values of their skill levels (S1 and
S2) and performance levels (P1 and P2). Users can ask to find a resource (or an
actor) with associated competencies identical, very close, close, or distant from the
requested one. They can also request for a higher or lower skill/performance requirement, or for a more generic or more specific resource according to the knowledge
components of the request.
Competency comparison can be applied to various personalization situations
(Authors, ref 5):
• scenario designers may perform a semantic search in order to identify relevant
resources to be added as inputs to specific learning activities, possibly offering
various choices to different subgroups of learners each with similar actual competencies;
• learners performing an activity may need to identify activities or resources that
can help them to complete an activity or to identify peer helpers or tutors whose
actual competency is the same or higher than the competency targeted by this
activity;
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• recommendation agents can check if a learner has the prerequisite competency
associated to an activity, and advise him/her automatically to do a preliminary
activity or to consult some resources having a target competency semantically
very close to the prerequisite competency.

Conclusion and future work.
In all fields of education (CAEL, 2017; Colson and Hirumi, 2016; Krause et al., 2015)
and human resource management (Dorn et al, 2008; Elia and Marguerita, 2015), competency definitions play essential roles. They provide clear objectives for learning or
knowledge-based work processes. They help focus on the right knowledge to consider and the right strategies to employ. They are an essential pieces of user models
and e-portfolios showing evidence of competency acquisition. They provide a basis
to evaluate a person’s performance and to personalize learning or working activities.
Within competency management processes, some tasks can be performed by computer programs and others by human tutors or managers.
In this paper, we presented the process and the result of creating the COMP2 competency ontology. This semantic web based ontology was built on our own previous work on competencies and by taking into account four other generic models.
COMP2 provides a general information model for defining competency referentials,
linked to other widely-used semantic vocabularies present in the web-LOD. It provides a solid basis to build competency-based learning or working environments. Part
of the model has been applied in previous projects (Author, ref 6).
The competency referentials (or profiles) produced using the COMP2 ontology have
a precise meaning readable by humans for design, evaluation and communication purposes. The COMP2 ontology provides also processing capability to machines that translates to standard RDFS code for interconnection within the web-LOD. By its links to
other competency vocabularies and ontologies, COMP2 displays a sufficiently large
scope to cover all the necessary components of competency referentials, while keeping
a manageable size and focus. This is achieved by a five-stage competency ontology with
a mandatory core model and other optional stages sub-models to be added as needed by
the application context.
Following work should focus on new implementations of the COMP2 ontology for
the design of web-based learning environments. We aim to integrate the COMP2 ontology into a new Instructional engineering method, called MIENA, that we are actually
designing. This will include research on competency evaluation processes to support the
personalization of learning scenarios for MOOC environments (Authors, ref 8; Authors,
ref 9).
Another important direction should focus on a technical definition of the COMP2
ontology enabling its publication in a vocabulary/ontology referential such as the Linked
Open Vocabularies (LOV, 2017), which already contains 617 vocabularies. These and
many other vocabularies in the Linked Data Cloud (LOD, 2017) could be usefully connected to the COMP2 ontology to increase its use for instructional design or knowledge
management engineering.
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A more extensive evaluation of the COMP2 ontology will have to be conducted. At
present it has only been validated partially through its use in small applications similar
to the one presented in “Competency-based personalization of learning environments”
section. A larger evaluation is needed, based for example on the five knowledge representation principles of (Davis et al., 1993), in a way similar to the one taken by these
authors to validate the GaTO Ontological model (Dermeval et al., 2019).
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